
Level 6



Lesson 1

ure



Review Time

mere
cheer
sphere

nightmare

fear
stair
wear
share

peer
beard
severe
airport



New Introduction

ure



Letter Pattern

ure

pure

surecure

mure



insure
secure
mature

Sound Out



lure
allure
fure
abjure

Let’s Read

assure
endure
accure
ensure



Activity 1: Listen and Circle

pur poor

pure    pore

cear cair

cure     coar

sheer sell

save     sure

cure secure

lure    perfume

1 2

3 4



Activity 2: Choose and Read

1. I will (share/cure) my cupcake with Annie.

2. Those medicines can (care/cure) his serious injury. 

3. She usually has (pure/pear) milk for breakfast.



Activity 2: Choose and Read

4. Jane is very (secure/mature) for her age.

5. Make (sure/pure) you take all things before going out. 

6.Workers wear helmets to keep (pure/secure) .



Sentence Time

1. Jerry likes pure honey. 

2. The farmers are giving free manure. 

3. Tom found pure silver in his house. 

4. The doctor gave him some medicine and cured him.



Sentence Time

1. We use the meat to lure the fish. 

2. Mary can’t endure the heat here. 

3. I can assure you that she’s perfectly safe. 

4. The car is insured against fire and theft.



Sight Words

I am glad it's all over.
1

over

You got an A grade for scores of 75 and over. 
2



new

Sight Words

It’s a brand new car.
1

I’d like to learn a new language.
2



Reading Time

The doctor sent him a pill. The pill 
did not help Hure and he still felt ill. 

Hure was ill. He had a high temperature 
and felt too weak to get up from his bed. 



Reading Time

The picture was of a mix that was pure green.

He went to see the doctor and sat in his room. 
In the doctor’s room, on his desk, was a picture.



Reading Time

“You will now get a cure!” Hure drank 
the mix. He had his cure.

He had to get the mix to cure him. The 
doctor went by boat and got this mix.



Today we’ve learned

• Letter Pattern: ure

• Sight words: over, new


